How successful was the St. Louise House program in 2007?

Progress
VinCare’s 2007 Impact

St. Louise House is a community providing transitional housing for members of the nation’s fastest growing homeless population — single women with children. It provides a safe, stable, and supportive environment where mothers and children can live, work, and grow. Each family has a fully-furnished apartment, and may stay up to 24 months. Motivated by a national call to serve the poor, a small community from a local Catholic Church decided to respond and opened St. Louise House to families in October of 2001. Since that time, St. Louise House has been home to 83 families.

What is St. Louise House and what is it for?

St. Louise House is a community providing transitional housing for members of the nation’s fastest growing homeless population — single women with children. It provides a safe, stable, and supportive environment where mothers and children can live, work, and grow. Each family has a fully-furnished apartment, and may stay up to 24 months. Motivated by a national call to serve the poor, a small community from a local Catholic Church decided to respond and opened St. Louise House to families in October of 2001. Since that time, St. Louise House has been home to 83 families.

How can I help St. Louise House serve these women and children?

$1,950 Housing & support for an entire year
$15,000 Housing & support for a family for a year
$5,376 Housing & support for one family for 3 months
$2,000 School supplies for one year all children
$2,660 Medical care for one year
$1,791 Housing & support for a month
$547 Housing & support for a week
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Serving homeless women with children and homeless youth.

We have a very special task at St. Louise House. It’s a privilege when you think about it — sustaining some of Austin’s most vulnerable citizens. With your support we can only continue to sustain with YOU — our community of supporters — on our tours.

You have shown us up for the task. And we thank you.”

Our mission statement remains the same: To educate a boy, and you educate an individual. To educate a girl, and you educate a community.

In the past year at St. Louise House, we have seen mothers graduate from high school, earn vocational licenses and graduate from college. We have seen a college graduate go on to graduate school, earn a state law license and return to St. Louise House in service to our participants — thereby educating her community.

In conclusion, September 2000, VinCare Services is an Independent Catholic有效机构，with a mission to serve homeless women and children with physical and mental health needs. We are broadly funded and supported. We operate two programs, the Emmanuel Street Youth, which serves homeless youth between the ages of 12 and 22 in collaboration with university- who serves VinCare, he was speaking more than an eloquent African proverb. Though he was speaking specifically of poor, tribal villages he encouraged its inhabitants to stick together and work hard. He felt we are also speaking to those of us with the VinCare mission in our hearts — supporting homeless women with children and homeless youth.

The support that VinCare offers to its participants is very basic — we care, we shelter and we teach. We elevate the condition and spirit of the mother and, thus, the hearts and minds of her children. Children who are once vulnerable to the perils of homelessness are now safe, secure and promising with a view to bright and future.
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